
JMD#  00119582  
 
Position Title:  DIRECTOR, Resource Management 
 
Position Description:   

- Serves as the Senior functional lead in Resource management directing the Planning, 
Programming, Budgeting and Execution (PPBE) development for the ANDSF 

- Engages with counterparts in the Afghan Ministry of Defense, Ministry of the Interior and 
Ministry of Finance to provide training and support 

- Leads development of strategy, plans and initiatives to mature ANDSF functional capability and 
capacity in resource management and PPBE 

- Leads initiatives approved and assigned by the Director, Defense Security Cooperation 
Management Office – Afghanistan (DSCMO-A) 

- Serves as the functional expert in the command on financial processes and issues within GIRoA 
- Assesses, monitors and engages across multi-echelon host nation and coalition operations to 

provide comprehensive advice and training in resource management 
- Engages with NATO partners to manage the Afghanistan National Army Trust Fund 
- Serves on the Law and Order Trust Fund Steering Committee; working closely with the United 

Nations Development Program and partner nations to ensure the support for the ANP 
- Synchronizes finance and resource management related actions across coalition organizations, 

contracts and the international community to ensure unity of effort in the support of the ANDSF 
 
Remarks:  REQUIRED TO DEPLOY WITH M9 – (if the member goes TDY to Afghanistan, this will 
still be required) 
 
Duty Location:  CENTCOM Forward HQs, Al Udeid AB, Qatar 
 
Tour Length:  6 months 
 
 Position Grade:  ES1 or ES2 
 
Required Knowledge, Skills and Abilities: 

- Demonstrated ability to effectively lead a large, complex fiscally oriented government 
organization 

- Demonstrated ability to produce desired results under extreme stress in highly dynamic and 
ambiguous situations or sensitive issues 

- Demonstrated ability to effectively deal with foreign military and civilians 
- Demonstrate ability to effectively use a linguists and translated material to communicate to 

foreign leadership 
- Demonstrated ability to work in an austere and demanding environment; incumbents should be 

aware that mission requirements can change rapidly and personnel may occasionally be required 
to work outside of the duty description if needed.  Duties may include living in a combat zone 
under austere conditions. 




